Pavement Saws
Terra Cut 450
Taking the lead from fine auto manufacturers like Mercedes and Lexus, the 13HP Honda
engine is vibration isoltated from the saw chasis. By mounting the engine in this manner,
very little vibration finds it’s way to the blade or your hands. Cut for hours and hours
without hand and arm fatigue, and with very little blade wear.

REMOVABLE BLADE GUARD
/FFEUPTXBQPVUZPVSCMBEF 5IFTUVSEZblade guard is off
in seconds. While the water cooling system ensures that you
get the maximum life out of your blades.

CYCLONE FILTER
A dual stage air filter keeps the Honda engine running for
many years to come.

FAST LOCK
Flip the blade lock and the depth is held right where you want
it. Fast and simple!

PATENTED

QUICK SPECS

#MBEFEJBNFUFS#MBEFTIBGUEJBNFUFS
Max. cutting depth
Motor rating
Blade speed
8FJHIU QBMMFUJ[FE
Water tank

OPERATING DIMENSIONS (palletized)
Length
Height
Width
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TERRA CUT 450



IQ )POEB(9X$ZDMPOF'JMUFS
2,600 r.p.m.
  MCT
8 gal.
 
 
 w

Pavement saws
Terra Cut 450
DOUBLE VIBRATION DAMPENING SYSTEM

EASY TO HANDLE

POLY-V BELT DRIVE SYSTEM

7JCSBUJPOEBNQJOHGPSCPUIUIFCMBEFBOEFOHJOFNPVOUTQSPWJEFTGPS
a very smooth and accurate cuttingBDUJPO0QFSBUPSDPNGPSUBOE
FYUSBMPOHCMBEFMJGFBSFHVBSBOUFFE

(SFBUFGGPSUXBTHJWFOUPFOHJOFFSJOHBwell balaced floor saw,
making the Terra Cut 450 very easy to manuever around the job site.

5IF7CFMUESJWFJTreliable and efficient. All the available power is
delivered directly to the blade with no slip and minimal wear.

BLADE GUIDE

LIFTING HOOK

CUTTING DEPTH INDICATOR

The blade guide lowers into place quickly and easily, cuts are very
accurate no matter their length.

There is a lifting hook built into the main frame. Lifting the Terra Cut
450 to any height is simple and safe.

Accurate and reliable.

8 GALLON WATER TANK

SUPER RIGID FRAME

AUTOMATIC PARKING BRAKE

Made out of Polyethylene the large capacity water tank is designed
with a quick release system. Easy on, easy off.

The welded steel chassis has a series of stiffening ribs which
deliver an accurate and vibration free cutting performance.

The braking system actuates as the saw is raised. Park the Terra Cut
450 on the steepest hill and rest assured it will stay in place.

PATENTED
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